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Abstract—Redox-based random-access memory (ReRAM) has
the potential to successfully address the technological barriers
that today’s memory technologies face. One of its promising
features is its fast switching speed down to 50 ps. Identifying the
limiting process of the switching speed is, however, difficult. At
sub-nanosecond timescales three candidates are being discussed:
An intrinsic limitation, being the migration of mobile donor
ions, e.g. oxygen vacancies, the heating time, and its electrical
charging time. Usually, coplanar waveguides (CPW) are used
to bring the electrical stimuli to the device. Based on the data
of previous publications, we show, that the rise time of the
effective electrical stimulus is mainly responsible for limiting
the switching speed at the sub-nanosecond timescale. For this
purpose, frequency domain measurements up to 40 GHz were
conducted on three Pt\TaOx\Ta devices with different sizes. By
multiplying the obtained scattering parameters of these devices
with the Fourier transform of the incoming signal, and building
the inverse Fourier transform of this product, the voltage at the
ReRAM device can be determined. Finally, the rise time of the
voltage at the ReRAM device is calculated, which is a measure
to the electrical charging time. It was shown that this rise time
amounts to 2.5 ns for the largest device, which is significantly
slower than the pulse generator’s rise time. Reducing the device’s
rise time down to 66 ps is possible, but requires smaller features
sizes and other optimizations, which we summarize in this paper.

Index Terms—ReRAM, VCM, Tantalum oxide, waveguide
structures, vector network analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

TODAY’s memory technologies inevitably approach the

end of Moore’s law, which raises the need for new

memory technologies [1]. Among other emerging memory

technologies, ReRAM has the potential to satisfy this de-

mand [2]–[4]. The information in ReRAM devices is stored

in its resistance, which can be programmed between a high

resistive state (HRS) and a low resistance (LRS) by applying
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electrical stimuli. One class of ReRAM devices is the valence

change memory (VCM), which is usually realized by a vertical

stack of two metallic electrodes and a transition metal oxide

(e.g. TaOx) sandwiched between the two electrodes [2]. One

electrode is inert (e.g. Pt), whereas its counter electrode is

oxygen affine (e.g. Ta). This metal-oxide-metal-stack corre-

sponds to a parallel plate capacitor, which has a characteristic

electrical charging time.

The change in resistance results from a rearrangement of

oxygen vacancies, which forms a conductive filament within

the transition metal oxide [2]. This rearrangement occurs

at the interface to the inert electrode, which is, therefore,

referred to as electronically active electrode. The opposite

electrode has ohmic attributes and is, therefore, referred to as

ohmic electrode. In the LRS, this conductive filament connects

the active electrode with the ohmic electrode and thereby

decreases the device’s resistance. Applying a positive voltage

to the active electrode, repels the positively charged oxygen

vacancies. This results in a rupture of the conductive filament

at the active electrode, bringing the device to the HRS. This

process is referred to as RESET. During the opposite process

(SET), a negative voltage is applied to the active electrode,

which attracts the oxygen vacancies and closes the ruptured

region in the conductive filament. The device is now back in

the LRS.

The voltages applied during the SET and the RESET

operations are significantly higher, than the voltages applied

during the readout of the device’s resistance. This yields the

need for fast switching times at high voltages and a long

data retention at low voltages (also referred to as voltage-

time-dilemma [2]). In consequence, overcoming this dilemma

requires a strong non-linear dependence of the switching time

on the applied voltage. In our recent publication, we have

shown that the SET time of VCM devices depends indeed

strongly non-linearly on the applied voltage in the range from

250 ps to 104 s [5], which is sufficient to address the voltage-

time-dilemma.

The strong non-linearity origins from the thermally ac-

celerated drift of oxygen vacancies within the conducting

filament occurring due to Joule heating during the SET and

the RESET operation [6]–[9]. This increase in temperature

was also observed experimentally [10]–[13]. At the beginning

of the SET operation the device is in the HRS, which is

characterized by a low oxygen vacancy concentration at the

active electrode [6]. This region is referred to as disc and the

oxygen vacancy rich region at the ohmic electrode as plug.

The application of a negative pulse to the active electrode

induces an electric current into the filamentary region. Due to
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the low oxygen vacancy concentration in the disc, most of the

voltage drops over this region, which results in Joule heating.

The higher temperatures, in turn, facilitate the migration of

oxygen vacancies towards the disc, leading to a higher elec-

tronic conductivity. This results in a continuously increasing

current, which has also been observed for TaOx-based devices

[14]. This process is self-accelerated and results in a thermal

runaway, which brings the device to the LRS.

So far, several studies have investigated the switching time

at timescales below 1 ns [5], [15]–[18]. The fastest SET time

within 50 ps was observed in TaOx and ZrOx [19] and the

fastest RESET time within 85 ps in AlN [20]. In all of these

studies, short electrical pulses were applied to VCM devices.

Most studies use coplanar waveguide (CPW) structures to

bring the short electrical pulses to the device. Their charac-

teristic impedance is designed for 50Ω and, therefore, they

provide good impedance matching at the contacts. In addition,

CPW structures are used at slower timescales [21]–[23] and for

the characterization of radio frequency (RF) switches realized

with ReRAM devices [24] and phase change memory (PCM)

devices [25]. As the transmission line is interrupted at the

device, the incoming pulse is reflected. The incoming and

reflected pulses superimpose, doubling the effectively applied

voltage at the VCM device. The timescale at which this

doubling occurs was so far only estimated by circuit based

models [15], [26], [27].

At timescales above 10 ns, the migration of oxygen va-

cancies within the transition metal oxide limits the switching

speed [28]. At timescales below 10 ns also the heating time

of the VCM device or the electrical charging time becomes

relevant [18]. However, it is unclear which of those processes

dominates the switching kinetics. So far only finite element

(FEM) simulations of the heating exist. They suffer from

several uncertainties, such as the geometry of the filament

and the thermal properties of the transition metal oxide,

which are the thermal conductivity, the heat capacity, and

the mass density. The thermal properties of thin films differ

from the bulk values and are, therefore, difficult to estimate.

The simulation results so far indicate the possibility of the

heating to occur only within few picoseconds [18] or several

nanoseconds [6]. The electrical charging time depends strongly

on the VCM device’s area [27].

In this study, we show that at time-scales below 10 ns

the rise time of the electrical stimuli (corresponding to the

electrical charging time) at the VCM device limits the switch-

ing speed. The rise time originates from the presence of

capacitances, inductances and resistances of the leads, which

increase the electrical charging time of VCM devices. The

rise times were estimated for Pt\TaOx\Ta-devices with three

different device sizes. To this end, we conducted frequency

domain measurements up to 40 GHz. By building the product

of the scattering parameters and the Fourier transform of

the applied signal, the reflected and transmitted signal at

the VCM device can be calculated in the frequency domain.

Inversely Fourier transforming from the frequency domain to

the time domain of these results allows the calculation of the

effectively applied voltage to the VCM device, including its

time dependency. This is explained in detail in section III. This

approach is commonly used for high frequency applications

[29]–[32]. As described above the VCM stack of the devices

constitutes a plate capacitor with a characteristic charging

time. Consequently, it takes some time for the effective voltage

to reach the maximum voltage. We determine, therefore, the

effective voltage for the used devices, and its rise time (10%-

90%), which is a measure of their charging time.

The impact of the circuit on the switching kinetics has

already been studied with circuit models, in which also the

effective voltage at the device was calculated [27] or sim-

ulated [15], [26]. Torrezan et al. also conducted frequency

domain measurements up to 20 GHz [15]. The simulated

scattering parameters of their circuit model matched the ex-

perimental ones well. Their results, however, do not include

information on the electrical charging time. As our approach

transforms the results from the frequency domain to the time

domain, circuit modeling becomes unnecessary. Our approach,

also does not rely on assumptions about the circuit and also

takes the frequency dependency of all involved components

into account. Also, Kim et al. investigated the frequency

response of amorphous TaOx layers up to 40 GHz [33], but

they did not discuss the impact of their results on ReRAM

applications.

We also compare the SET kinetics of the three devices

on a sub-nanosecond timescale. Two of them were already

published in previous studies [5], [19]. By means of the

estimated effectively applied voltage, we show that the SET

kinetics of all three devices depend on their feature sizes and

are consequently mainly limited by the electrical charging

time.

Our findings show that the proper integration of ReRAM

device into CPW structure is crucial for fast kinetic mea-

surements. Therefore, we provide suggestions for the optimal

integration of ReRAM devices into CPW structures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

As mentioned in the the introduction, CPW are used to bring

the high frequency signal to the device. A CPW structure con-

sists of three conductors: two outer and one inner conductor,

which are also depicted in Fig. 1a. These lines are connected

over an RF probe (in this setup: FormFactor Z-Probes) with

three contacts. The two outer connectors are connected to the

shield of the cables and the inner conductor to the signal line.

The cables are connected to the ports of a VNA (section II-B)

or to a pulse generator and an oscilloscope (section II-C).

A. Devices

To test the influence of the device’s capacitance on the SET

kinetics of VCM devices, we chose Pt\TaOx\Ta-devices with

three different device areas. These devices were incorporated

into CPW structures (see Fig. 1). The device’s areas are 15×
20 µm2, 5× 5 µm2, and 2× 2 µm2 and are referred to as Ta1,

Ta2, and Ta3 device, respectively.

All devices were deposited on a high-resistivity Si substrate

(ρ > 10 kΩcm) with a 430 nm thick SiO2 layer on top. The

inner conductor of the CPW structure has a width of 100 µm

and a spacing of 60 µm to the outer conductors. The width
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Fig. 1. a) Simplified experimental setup of the the SET kinetics measurements
(section II-C) and frequency domain measurements (section II-B). (b) Optical
microscope picture of a CPW structure. The Ta1 device (15 × 20 µm2) is
located at the center (red rectangle). The signal is transmitted through the inner
Pt conductor, consisting of a bottom electrode (Pt-BE) and a top electrode (Pt-
TE). The Pt outer conductors are labeled as Pt-OC. c) Zoom into the CPW
structure’s center (mask design), in which the Ta2 device (5 × 5 µm2) was
integrated. The bottom and top electrode overlap at the center in the Area A.
Here, the VCM device’s stack is realized. The length of the overlap lO, the
length of the tapered area lT, the width of the inner conductor w and its
spacing to the outer conductor s are indicated. The tapered area has a length
of lT = 50 µm. d) Zoom into the CPW structure’s center (mask design), in
which the Ta3 device (2 × 2 µm2) was integrated. The width of the tapered
area has been reduced to lT = 10 µm. c) and d) are on the same length scale.
e) Lengthwise cross-section of the Ta3 device showing the VCM stack (not
to scale). The thickness of the Pt electrode dPt is indicated. The electrical
stimuli are applied to the active Pt bottom electrode (coming from the left).
The induced electrical field is indicated with blue arrows. b) and e) are adapted
from [18] - Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

TABLE I
DEVICES

Identifier Device’s
size [µm2]

Tapered
length

Film thicknesses

Ta1 [5] 15× 20 50 µm Pt(25nm)\TaOx(5nm)\Ta(5nm)\Pt(25nm)
Ta2 [5] 5× 5 50 µm Pt(25nm)\TaOx(5nm)\Ta(5nm)\Pt(25nm)
Ta3 [19] 2× 2 10 µm Pt(30nm)\TaOx(5nm)\Ta(5nm)\Pt(30nm)

of the inner conductor is tapered to the width of the ReRAM

device at the center of the CPW structure. Both conductors

are shown in Fig. 1b.

Both, the Ta1 and the Ta2 device have the following film

thicknesses: Pt(25nm)\TaOx(5nm)\Ta(5nm)\Pt(25nm). More

information about their fabrication can be found in [5], in

which also the SET kinetics of the Ta1 device were presented.

The SET kinetics of the Ta2 device were measured in the

framework of this study (see section II-C). The length of the

CPW structure is 930 µm. The length of the tapered area is

50 µm (see Fig. 1c).

The Ta3 device was fabricated on a different

wafer and has the following film thicknesses:

Pt(30nm)\TaOx(5nm)\Ta(5nm)\Pt(30nm). Information

on the fabrication can be found in [34] and information on

the SET kinetics can be found in [19]. To reduce the losses,

the length of the CPW structure was reduced from 930 µm

to 600 µm and the length of the tapered area was reduced to

10 µm (see Fig. 1d).

The cross section of the VCM stack at the devices’ center

is sketched in Fig. 1e). The signal is applied to the active

bottom electrode at the left side. This electrode consists of

a 25 nm thick Pt (light grey) and a 5 nm thick Ti adhesion

layer (dark grey). The signal then propagates to the center

of the structure and induces an electrical field (indicated by

blue arrows) into the 5 nm thick TaOx layer (dark green). The

current response propagates finally through the top electrode

towards the the end of the CPW. The top electrode consist of

the 5 nm Ta (light green) and 25 nm Pt (light grey). Scanning

electron microscope images of this cross section are given

in [35].

To calculate the capacitance of a ReRAM device, it is

usually approximated as parallel plate capacitor [27]. This

assumption, however, neglects the presence of angular capaci-

tances. In [18], we found that these angular capacitances only

influence the charging time of ReRAM devices smaller than

100 nm. For larger devices, the contribution of the parallel

plate capacitor dominates. All induced electrical fields are

illustrated in Fig. 1e as blue arrows. The surface roughness

of the electrodes could also lead to a field-enhancement in

the oxide. As mentioned in the introduction, the advantage

of using scattering parameters is that all components of the

measured circuit are considered, including their frequency

dependency and geometry.

The used Pt layers have a thickness far below the skin depth

of Pt. Using thicker Pt layers resulted unfortunately in short

circuits at the device. All voltages indicated in this study were

applied to the active Pt bottom electrode. All devices and their

attributes are summarized in table I.
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B. Frequency domain measurements

Frequency domain measurements of all three devices were

conducted with a HP 8722ES vector network analyzer (VNA)

measuring the scattering parameter S11 and S21 in the fre-

quency range from 50 MHz to 40 GHz. The experimental setup

is sketched in Fig. 1a. All devices were driven to the HRS

prior to the frequency domain measurements. The power of the

stimuli was chosen to -3 dBm, corresponding to an effective

voltage of 0.32 V at the devices, which is below the SET

and REST voltages of all devices. If a higher power was

chosen, the device could switch to the LRS during these

measurements and the subsequent analysis would no longer

be valid. The VNA has been calibrated using a Cascade

CSR-8 100-250 GSG calibration substrate at the RF probes

(Cascade Z probes). During the calibration the losses and re-

flections due to cables, probes and connectors are determined.

In subsequent measurements, these losses and reflections are

taken into account and only the losses and reflections occurring

at the VCM device are recorded. This procedure allows us in

section IV-A to determine the rise time of the VCM devices

without the influence of the setup’s components. The forward

reflection S11 and the forward transmission S21 are shown in

Fig. 2a) and b), respectively.
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Fig. 2. a) Forward reflection S11 and b) forward transmission S21 of all used
devices. The blue line indicates the Ta1 VCM device, the orange line the Ta2
VCM device and the green line the Ta3 VCM device.

As mentioned above, the stack of the VCM device consti-

tutes a parallel plate capacitor, which scales with the device’s

size. Higher frequencies can transmit through this capacitor

and are consequently not reflected. Therefore, S11 decreases

with increasing frequencies, whereas S21 increases up to

a certain point, which is explained in the next paragraph.

Devices with a large area, and accordingly with a large

capacitance, have a worse reflection and a better transmission

up to about 3 GHz. All devices are, however, so small that no

capacitive resonances occur, which were observed in another

study investigating the scattering parameters of amorphous

TaOx layers [33].

For all three devices, S21 reaches a maximum (e.g. the

Ta1 device at about 300 MHz), after which S21 decreases

again. This is due to the limitation of the CPW structure.

The tapering at the center of the CPW structure decreases

its bandwidth. The inner conductor’s width of the Ta1 device

is tapered to 20 µm and, consequently its CPW has a better

bandwidth compared to the bandwidth of the Ta2 device

(w = 5 µm). As the Ta3 device has been optimized with

regards to the length of the CPW structure (600 µm, instead of

930 µm) and the length of the tapered regime (10 µm, instead

of 50 µm), it is less limited by the bandwidth of the CPW

structure, which explains the crossing of its S21 at about

3 GHz, with the S21 of the other two devices.

C. SET kinetic measurements

We have recently published the SET kinetics of the Ta1 de-

vice [5] and the ones of the Ta3 device [19]. In these publi-

cations, the experimental procedures are explained explicitly.

For a better comparison of the device’s area influence on the

SET kinetics, we conducted a further measurement of SET

kinetics on the Ta2 device. The simplified setup is sketched in

Fig. 1a. We applied rectangular 10 ns pulses (rise time (10%-

90%): 360 ps) with various amplitudes between -1.2 V and -

3.2 V to the active Pt electrode of the device. A Picosecond

PSPL 2600C pulse generator was used and the current re-

sponse was measured with a Tektronix DPO73304D real-time

oscilloscope (Bandwidth: 33 GHz, Sample rate: 100 GSs−1).

The measurement procedure is identical to the one presented

in [5]. Prior to the application of the pulses, the Ta2 device was

driven to the HRS with a voltage sweep of 2.0 V conducted

at a sweep rate of 0.1 Vs−1 using a Keithley 2634B source

measure unit (SMU). The device’s resistance was extracted at

0.5 V during this sweep after the switching event. All values

for the HRS were in the range from 3 kΩ to 10 kΩ. To test the

device’s functionality and to bring it to a comparable initial

state, it is driven to LRS with a voltage sweep of -1.2 V at

the end of each cycle. This sweep was also conducted at a

sweep rate of 0.1 Vs−1. The device’s resistance was extracted

at -0.5 V prior to the switching event to ensure that the device

switched to the LRS during the pulse’s application. The values

of the LRS were in the range from 400Ω to 600Ω. Each cycle

was repeated at least five times to account for the variance in

the SET kinetics of ReRAM devices [36].

An exemplary 10 ns voltage pulse with an amplitude of

-1.2 V is shown in Fig. 3a) in blue. The current response

(smoothened with a Savitzky-Golay filter) is shown in red. At

the beginning and at the end of the pulse, capacitive currents

occur. After the first capacitive peak, the absolute current

reduces to almost zero, which indicates that the Ta2 device

is still in the HRS at this time. At about 2.68 ns the absolute
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Fig. 3. a) 10 ns voltage pulse with an amplitude of -1.2 V (blue) and its
current response (red) from the Ta2 VCM device. b) Zoom into the current
response of a 10 ns voltage pulse with an amplitude of -1.8 V. The blue line is
the measured current response IMeas, the orange line the capacitive current
ICap (calculated with eq. 1) and the green line the current through the Ta2
VCM device IDevice. The left dotted line marks the beginning of the pulse and
the right dotted line the SET event. All current responses were smoothened
with a Savitzky-Golay filter.

current increases abruptly, which means that the device’s

resistance decreases and finally ends in the LRS. During the

pulse’s application, the resistance decreased from 3.85 kΩ to

817Ω. The time from 20% of the capacitive current to the

current increase (in this example 2.68 ns) corresponds to the

SET time.

At higher voltage amplitudes the SET time accelerates

and occurs during the capacitive charging of the device. The

determination of the SET time becomes consequently more

difficult, because the capacitive current ICap and the current

through the device IDevice overlap. Their superposition corre-

sponds to the measured current response IMeas. To determine

the SET time, ICap and IDevice need to be separated. This is

done by using the same method shown in [19]. To determine

the capacitive current at any pulse voltage VP, the capacitive

current ICap, measured at -1.2 V, has been scaled to the

corresponding pulse amplitude VP by

ICap(VP) = ICap(VP = −1.2V) ·
VP

−1.2V
. (1)

This is illustrated in Fig. 3b), which shows in blue the

beginning of IMeas of a voltage pulse with an amplitude

of VP = −1.8V. The SET event occurs within charging of

the device and, therefore, becomes difficult to detect. The

capacitive current ICap was then determined at VP = −1.8V

using eq. 1 and is shown in orange in Fig. 3b). The current

through the device is finally determined by subtracting ICap

from IMeas and is shown in green. In this example, the SET

event occurs after about 719 ps. During the pulse’s application,

the device switched from 4.82 kΩ to 622Ω. The results of the

SET kinetic can be found in Fig. 6 in the results section IV-B.

III. DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE VOLTAGE AT THE

DEVICE

As mentioned in the introduction, previous studies inves-

tigating the switching kinetics in the sub-nanosecond regime

assume that the voltage at the device doubles, because the

CPW structures lack a 50Ω termination [5], [15], [19], [21],

[37]. At faster timescales, however, this assumption no longer

holds. As shown in Fig. 2, a significant part of the signal is

reflected at the device under test (DUT), but higher frequencies

can transmit through the device.

The incoming VP(t) and the reflected signal Vrefl(t) su-

perimpose at port 1 of the DUT. To determine the effective

voltage at the DUT VDUT(t), also the transmitted part of the

signal Vtrans(t) at port 2 needs to be considered:

VDUT(t) = VP(t) + Vrefl(t)− Vtrans(t). (2)

A similar approach was also used in [15].

The incoming signal VP(t) can easily be measured with the

oscilloscope and is already shown in Fig. 3a). Also Vtrans(t)
can be measured. Only Vrefl(t) is unknown at this point

and cannot be measured with the used setup. To determine

VDUT(t), Vrefl(t) is calculated using the scattering parameters

(shown in Fig. 2) for each device. The derivation is shown in

the following and is illustrated with the scattering parameters

of the Ta1 device.

Firstly, the discrete fast Fourier transformation of VP(t)
of the applied voltage pulse is built. An exemplary Fourier

transformation of a 10 ns voltage pulse (see Fig. 4c)) with

an amplitude of -0.52 V is shown in Fig. 4a). The Fourier

transformation of a square pulse yields a sinc function, which

is clearly visible at lower frequencies. As the sampling rate

of the oscilloscope is 100 GSs−1, the Fourier transformation

comprises frequencies up to 50 GHz. The bandwidth of the

oscilloscope, however, is limited at 33 GHz (marked as dotted

line). The captured signal barely contains frequency compo-

nents above this bandwidth limit.

Secondly, the Fourier transformation of VP(t) (referred to

as F (VP(t)) is multiplied with S11 or S21, and subsequently

the inverse fast Fourier transformation of this product is built.

Using the forward transmission S21 results in Vtrans(t):

Vtrans(t) = F−1 (F (VP(t)) · S21) . (3)

More detailed information about this procedure can be

found in the appendix section A. The measured and calculated

Vtrans(t) are shown in Fig. 4b) in blue and orange, respec-

tively. Both curves overlap well, which verifies our approach.

The low voltage amplitude of -0.52 V was used to avoid a

switching event during the application of the 10 ns pulse. Also,

the influence of the cables was considered to reproduce the
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Fig. 4. a) Discrete fast Fourier transformation of a 10 ns voltage pulse (see
Fig. 4c)) with an amplitude of -0.52 V. The dotted line marks the bandwidth
of the oscilloscope at 33 GHz. b) Measured transmitted voltage of the Ta1
VCM device with the oscilloscope (blue) and calculated Vtrans(t) (orange)
using eq. 3. c) Measured original signal VP(t) (blue), calculated reflection
Vrefl(t) of the Ta1 device using eq. 4 (orange) and effective voltage at the
DUT VDUT(t) (green) using eq. 2 to 4.

measurement, which is explained in the appendix section B.

Analogously, the reflected voltage can be determined by using

the forward reflection S11:

Vrefl(t) = F−1 (F (VP(t)) · S11) , (4)

and is shown in Fig. 4c) in orange along with the original

signal in blue. Finally, VDUT(t) is determined using eq. 2 and

shown in green. At long timescales, the voltage effectively

doubles as predicted, but it takes several nanoseconds to reach

twice the applied pulse’s voltage. The measured rise time

(10%-90%) amounts to 2.57 ns and is significantly slower

than the rise time of the generated pulse (360 ps). The results

of the other two devices are shown in the following results

section IV-A.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Rise times of the different devices

Analogously to section III, the effective electrical stimula-

tion VDUT(t) of the devices are calculated for each device

using eq. 2 to 4. For this example, the 10 ns voltage pulse

with an amplitude of -0.52 V from Fig. 4c) is used as VP(t).
For each device, the scattering parameters of Fig. 2 are

used. As the rise time of VDUT(t) is most crucial for the

characterization of ReRAM devices on fast timescales, the

rising edges of VDUT(t) are shown in Fig. 5a) for all devices.

As expected, the rise times of VDUT(t) decrease signifi-

cantly with smaller device sizes. From these curves the rise

time (10%-90%) of each device is determined. The rise times

of the pulse generator TPG and the one of the DUT TDUT add

up quadratically to the calculated rise time TCalc [38]:

T 2
Calc = T 2

PG + T 2
DUT. (5)

Consequently, TDUT can be calculated from TCalc and TPG,

which amounts to 360 ps for the PSPL 2600C pulse generator:

T 2
DUT =

√

T 2
Calc − T 2

PG. (6)

The rise time of the Ta3 device yielded faster results than

TPG of the PSPL 2600C. We used, therefore, a signal from

a faster customized pulse generator from Sympuls Aachen

(referred to as PG5) as VP(t). The pulse generator provides

fast rise times of about TPG = 35 ps. The used 250 ps voltage

pulse with an amplitude of -0.79 V is shown in Fig. 5c) in blue.

Again, a low amplitude was chosen to avoid a switching event

during the application of the pulse. Similar to the procedure

in section III, Vtrans(t) and Vrefl(t) are derived using eq. 3

and 4, respectively. Again, the measured and calculated curve

overlap well as shown in Fig. 5b), which indicates that our

approach is also suitable at faster timescales. The influence

of the cables was also considered, which is explained in the

appendix section B. The result for Vrefl(t) is shown in Fig. 5c),

along with the result for VDUT(t) (derived using eq. 2). From

this curve, the rise time of the Ta3 device is determined and

amounts to 74.7 ps.

The rise time of all devices are summarized in table II. Only

the rise time of the Ta3 device had to be determined with the

faster pulse generator as the other two devices have slower

rise times than the maximum pulse length of the PG5 pulse

generator, which is 250 ps. To take the rise times of the pulse

generators into account, TDUT in the last column is calculated

with eq. 6.

For the following discussion, the devices capacitances C and

series resistances RS were measured and are listed in table II.

The capacitances C were measured at a frequency of 1 MHz

with a HP4284A LCR metre. The series resistances RS were

measured on through structures without integrated ReRAM

device. These structures are consequently short-circuited at the

center of the CPW structure.
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Fig. 5. a) Rising edges of VDUT(t) for all three devices. VDUT(t) was
derived as described in section III using eq. 2 to 4 with the 10 ns voltage
pulse with an amplitude of -0.52 V (shown in Fig. 4c)), and the scattering
parameters of Fig. 2. Their rise times clearly scale with the device’s size.
b) Measured (blue) and calculated (orange) transmission of VP(t) through
the Ta3 VCM device. c) 250 ps pulse VP(t) with an amplitude of -0.79 V,
emitted by the pulse generator PG5 (blue), calculated reflection at the Ta3
VCM device Vrefl(t) (orange) using eq. 4, and effective voltage at the device
VDUT(t) (green) using eq. 2 to 4.

The rise time of all devices clearly scales with the device’s

size, which can be explained by the reduction of the devices’

capacitances. Also, the length of the tapered area lT (see

Fig. 1c)) has an impact on the rise time of the devices.

Although, the Ta1 device is about 12 times larger (300 µm2)

than the Ta2 device (25 µm2), its rise time is only 4 times

faster. This is due to its larger series resistance RS, which is

3 times larger than the one of the Ta1 device. This increase in

resistance can be explained with the tapered width w of the

CPW structure, which amounts to 20 µm2 for the Ta1 and to

5 µm2 for the Ta2 device. As TDUT is proportional the product

of the series resistance (3 times larger) and the capacitance

TABLE II
SERIES RESISTANCES AND RISE TIMES (10%-90%)

Device RS C TPG TCalc TDUT

Ta1 (15× 20 µm2) 167Ω 4.60 pF 360 ps 2.57 ns 2.54 ns

Ta2 (5× 5 µm2) 460Ω 0.37 pF 360 ps 730 ps 635 ps

Ta3 (2× 2 µm2) 147Ω 0.13 pF 35 ps 74.7 ps 66.0 ps

(12 times smaller), this explains the observation of the 4 times

faster rise times of the Ta2 device.

Although, the tapered width w of the Ta3 device is even

smaller (2 µm), it has the lowest series resistance. This is

mainly due to the shorter lT, which amounts to 10 µm for

the Ta3 device and to 50 µm for the Ta1 and Ta2 device. Also,

the reduction of the overall length of the CPW structure (from

930 µm to 600 µm) and the slight thicker Pt electrodes dPt

(from 25 nm to 30 nm) contribute to the lower series resistance

RS. Both, its capacitance and lower series resistance result in

a almost 10 times faster rise time on the Ta3 device compared

to the Ta2 device, which demonstrates that it is crucial to

minimize lT to achieve fast rise times. In section IV-C, we

present more suggestions on how to integrate ReRAM device

into CPW structures.

Our results on the Ta3 device show that it is possible

to charge ReRAM devices within 74.7 ps. By using a pulse

generator with faster rise times, even shorter rise times down

to 66.0 ps are reachable. In our previous study, we have shown

that faster SET times down to 50 ps are still possible, which is

faster than the determined rise time. This does not contradict

our previous results, because the devices can also switch

during the rising edge of VDUT(t).

B. Extrapolation of SET kinetics

The SET kinetic results of all three devices are summarized

in Fig. 6 (see section II-C). Although, the Ta1 and the

Ta2 device were both measured with the same setup (using

the PSPL 2600C pulse generator), the Ta2 device achieves

significantly faster SET times at the same pulse voltage, which

shows that the significantly shorter rise time of the Ta2 device

also reflects on the SET kinetics. The Ta3 device was measured

with the PG5 pulse generator, realizing SET times down to

50 ps. Although, only three data points are visible for the

Ta3 device, the variance of the SET kinetics was taken into

account. Each point was derived from a large statistical set

comprising at least 30 measurements cycles per measured

SET time. More details on this measurement technique can

be found in [19].

The blue points in Fig. 6 represent the slow time regime

of the Ta3 device’s SET kinetics and were measured with a

Keithley 4200SCS. Physically, the SET kinetics are limited

by the migration of oxygen vacancies in this slow regime [6]

and are only very little influenced by the device’s electrical

charging or heating time. Therefore, this slow regime reflects

the intrinsic speed limit of ReRAM devices. In [5], an empiric

function was fitted to this regime:

tSET(t) = t0 · exp

(

κ

|VDUT(t)| − V0

)

, (7)
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Fig. 6. Summary of the SET kinetics of the Ta1 VCM device (blue and orange
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to the Ta1 device’s slow regime (blue points) using eq. 7. The solid lines
mark the calculations described in the main text. The voltage indicated on
the abscissa is twice the amplitude of the applied pulse, which corresponds
to the voltage at the device at the end of the charging time.

with κ = 11.2V and V0 = 0.162V serving as fitting

parameters. The constant t0 = 1.19·10−13 s corresponds to the

attempt frequency’s reciprocal value of amorphous TaOx [39].

Eq. 7 is shown as blue dotted line in Fig. 6. It would also

be possible to use a more physically motivated formula, such

as the law of Mott-Gurney [6], [40]. However, estimating

the device’s temperature requires a precise measurement of

the electrical current, which is not possible with the speed-

optimized setup and, therefore, a phenomenological equation

was used. The impact of the temperature on the SET kinetics

of TaOx-based was already investigated in [8].

The fast regime data from the Ta1 device (orange points in

Fig. 6) and from the Ta2 device (green points) were measured

as described in section II-C. The SET kinetics of all three

devices are delayed compared to the estimated values using

eq. 7 in the fast regime (below 10 ns), because of the rise

times of VDUT(t). To prove that this delay originates from

these rise times, we calculated the SET times using eq. 7 while

considering the rise time of VDUT(t), which is explained in

the following.

Firstly, VDUT(t) was calculated for every applied pulse in

Fig. 6. The first value in time of VDUT(t) above 0.162 V

(corresponding to V0 in eq. 7) is referred to as V1 and used

to calculate tSET(V1) with eq. 7. Subsequently, the quotient

q1 = tS
tSET(V1)

is built, in which tS = 10 ps corresponds to the

oscilloscope’s sampling time. This quotient q1 corresponds to a

state variable, which describes the current state of the ReRAM

devices. At values for q1 < 1, the SET time is longer than the

considered timeframe and, therefore, the device did not switch

during this timeframe. At the beginning of a pulse, VDUT(t)
is still low and, therefore, the value of q1 is below 1. This

procedure is repeated for the next values of VDUT(t). The i-

th value above 0.162 V is referred to as Vi. The corresponding

quotient qi =
tS

tSET(Vi)
is built for each value of Vi. The values

for qi are added up until their sum reaches 1 (Σn
i=1qi ≥ 1). The

number of iterations n times tS corresponds to the calculated

SET time. This procedure is done for all three devices.

The results of the calculations are shown in Fig. 6 as

solid lines and match the measured SET time well, which

indicates that the SET kinetics are only limited by the electrical

charging of the ReRAM devices in these experiments. A

similar procedure on a slower timescale was used in one of

our previous studies to derive the SET kinetics of SrTiO3

devices [40].

As mentioned in the introduction, the limitation of the

switching kinetics due to the electrical charging time was

already demonstrated in other studies [5], [27]. Determining

the rise time is required in studies in the sub-nanosecond

regime to separate charging effects from physical processes

within the investigated materials. The advantage of calculating

VDUT(t) from the scattering parameters is that it is a purely

experimental approach and, consequently, no circuit-based

models or calculations are required. Also, the frequency de-

pendency of the components and deviations from bulk values

are considered with the presented approach.

This result also indicates that the heating time of the

presented ReRAM devices does not yet limit the SET time at

50 ps. Our FEM study on 50×50 nm2-scaled ReRAM devices

suggests heating times between 120 ps and tens of picoseconds

[18]. Our results confine this interval to a maximum heating

time of 50 ps for filamentary TaOx-based ReRAM devices. As

mentioned in the introduction, the heating time also depends

on the device’s geometry and, therefore, this conclusion does

not hold for other devices.

For VCM devices to become market-ready, fast switching

times also need be realizable in nanoscale devices. So far, the

fastest measured switching time for nanoscale VCM devices

amounts to 5 ns [41]. The switching kinetics were in this

study, however, limited by the experimental setup and not

by the charging or heating of the tested device. The smallest

device investigated on a sub-nanosecond timescale has a size

of 1.2× 1.2 µm2 [17]. From our results no conclusion can be

drawn on whether the heating time or the electrical charging

time will be the limiting factor for devices smaller than

2 × 2 µm2. The electrical charging time scales with device’s

area and, consequently, can reach values down to picoseconds

for nanoscale ReRAM devices [18]. During the SET and the

RESET mainly the filamentary region of the ReRAM device

is heated. TEM measurements have shown for 50 × 50 nm2-

scaled HfOx-based devices that this region has only a diameter

of 1 nm to 3 nm [42]. As this is still much smaller than the

device, we do not expect any change in the heating time down

to sub-10× 10 nm2-scaled ReRAM devices.
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The switching of the devices to the LRS also affects the

determination of VDUT(t). Lower device resistances lead to

lower reflected signals Vrefl(t) and higher transmitted signals

Vtrans(t). According to eq. 2, this would reduce VDUT(t) sig-

nificantly. The amplitude of Vrefl(t) depends on the reflection

coefficient of a transmission line:

Γ =
ZL − Z0

ZL + Z0
, (8)

in which Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the cables and

ZL the load, which is, for simplicity, approximated as the

device’s resistance. At ZL = 1kΩ, still most of the applied

signal is reflected Γ = 0.9. Therefore, the presented analysis

is only valid up to the point at which device resistance reaches

values below 1 kΩ. This does not affect the calculation of

tSET in Fig. 6, because only the time until the devices start

switching to the LRS is analyzed. The non-linearity of the

HRS also only has a minor influence, because the device’s

resistance remains above 1 kΩ, up to the switching event.

C. Optimization suggestions for CPW structures

Our results show that to conduct fast kinetics measurement

on ReRAM devices, it is crucial to properly implement the

ReRAM device into a CPW structure. The rise times at the

device observed in this study are slower than the ones of

the employed pulse generators. The Ta1 device’s rise time of

VDUT(t) e.g. amounts to 2.54 ns. Reducing the size of device’s

VCM stack and reducing the overall and tapered length of the

CPW structure (see Fig. 1) resulted in much faster rise times

of VDUT(t). The Ta3 device’s rise time of VDUT(t) is more

than one order of magnitude faster and amounts to 66.0 ps,

although, an almost identical fabrication process has been

used. We, therefore, decided to give some suggestions for the

optimal integration of ReRAM devices into CPW structures.

1) Smaller structures: The overall CPW structure should

be short to minimize angular capacitances to the outer ground

electrodes. To reduce the device’s series resistance, the length

of the tapered area lT should also be as short as possible. To

reduce the VCM stack’s capacitance, also the length of the

overlap between the bottom and the top electrode lO should

be short. The width of the inner conductor w also scales with

the device’s size and its capacitance. It also scales inversely

with the series resistance RS and, therefore, its influence on

the rise time is lower.

2) Thicker electrodes: As already stated in [15], thicker

electrodes could improve the bandwidth of the CPW struc-

tures. In this paper, 30 nm and 25 nm thick Pt electrodes were

used, which is far below the skin depth of Pt, which would

amount to 815 nm for a frequency of 40 GHz. Using thicker

Pt electrodes, however, results in short cuts at the edges of

the overlapping area between the bottom and top electrode.

Avoiding these edges requires a completely different device

fabrication as the bottom and top electrode needed to lie in one

plane. This requires the use of chemical mechanical polishing

if a vertical material stack is desired.

3) Lateral ReRAM devices: As the VCM stack’s capaci-

tance seems to be the main factor contributing to the rise time

of VDUT(t), it would be best to remove the vertical VCM

stack. To realize this, the two electrodes could be connected

with lateral devices, which would avoid their overlap. Only

minor angular capacitances between the two electrodes and

between the inner and outer conductors would remain [18].

Also, the tapered area, limiting the bandwidth of the CPW

structure, would not be required anymore. It is, however,

more difficult to fabricate lateral ReRAM devices than vertical

ones. The homogeneous electric field of vertical devices, also,

cannot be realized in lateral devices.

4) Using a high resistive substrate: The use of a high

resistive substrate is crucial for the realization of a good CPW

structure. Otherwise, angular capacitances between the inner

and outer conductors of the CPW structures would emerge,

which would in turn limit the bandwidth of the CPW structure.

These recommendations are not only valid for the integra-

tion of ReRAM devices into CPW structures but can also be

applied to other types of memories, which are controlled with

electrical stimuli. An example is PCM [43], for which lateral

structures are more easily realizable [44].

Electrically measuring the switching time of memory device

at timescales faster than 50 ps, however, remains challenging.

Pulse generators with rise times between 5 ps and 10 ps are

only rarely available. Capturing a switching event from the

current response at this timescale also requires an oscilloscope

with a sampling rate above 100 GSs−1, which exist but are

only affordable for very few scientific groups. Therefore,

finding new measurement approaches is also necessary. One

approach could be optically inducing THz signals into the

memory device, which was already successfully demonstrated

for PCM devices [45].

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we determined the electrical charging time of

TaOx-based ReRAM devices, which were incorporated into

CPW structures. We found that smaller feature sizes signif-

icantly reduce the charging time. A proper implementation

of ReRAM devices into the CPW structure is, consequently,

more crucial for fast measurements than the choice of a fast

pulse generator. We, therefore, provide suggestions on how to

implement ReRAM devices into CPW structures. These sug-

gestions are also transferable to other memory technologies.

Extrapolating the SET kinetics in the sub-nanosecond regime

and taking the charging time into account resulted in a good

agreement to the measured data. This indicates that at time

scales in the sub-nanosecond regime the SET time is mainly

limited by the electrical charging time and only little by the

heating time of the filamentary region or by intrinsic effects,

such as the migration of oxygen vacancies.

APPENDIX A

CONVERSION OF FREQUENCY DOMAIN TO TIME DOMAIN

The scattering parameters shown in Fig. 2 range from

50 MHz to 40 GHz. The Fourier transformation shown in

Fig. 4a), however, ranges from 20 MHz to 50 GHz. To con-

sider also higher frequencies the scattering parameters were

extrapolated to 50 GHz by using the values at 40 GHz. This

regime has only little influence on the calculations as the
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bandwidth of the oscilloscope is anyway limited at 33 GHz.

Additional scattering parameters between 20 MHz and 50 MHz

were measured with a Rhode & Schwarz ZVL3 VNA to

also consider the lower frequencies. To match the frequency

content of both, the scattering parameters and the Fourier

transformation of the signal, the scattering parameters were

interpolated to the frequency content of the signal using a

spline function.

APPENDIX B

INFLUENCE OF CABLES ON TRANSMITTED VOLTAGE

In the pulse measurements of section II-C, a generated pulse

is not only influenced by the ReRAM device, but also by

the cables and other components of the experimental setup

[5], [19]. All components of the setup have a bandwidth

of 40 GHz (except for the oscilloscope with a bandwidth of

33 GHz). Only the insertion loss of the 1.2 m long cables is

higher than 0.5 dB at 40 GHz, and, therefore, has a measurable

impact on the measured current response. This is illustrated

in Fig. 7a): the signal from a pulse generator is firstly slightly

attenuated during the propagation through cable 1 (described

by S21I). At the device, the current response is generated

(described by S21dev), which is again slightly attenuated by

cable 2 (described by S21II), before it is measured with the

oscilloscope.

As described in section II-B, the calibration of the VNA

was conducted at the ReRAM devices and, consequently, the

losses of the experimental setup (cables, adapters, RF probes,

bias tee) are not included in the measured scattered parameters

(see Fig. 7b)). With this method, S21dev could be measured

directly. To compare the calculate transients with measured

transients, the 1.2 m long cables were also considered in the

derivation of Vtrans(t) (shown in Fig. 4b) and Fig. 5b)),

which is explained in the following. The forward transmission

S21 of both cables are shown in Fig. 7c). The measurement

was conducted from 10 MHz to 50 GHz, with an Agilent

Technologies N5245A VNA.

To consider cable 1, the transmission through cable 1

Vtrans,I(t) is firstly calculated analogously to eq. 3:

Vtrans,I(t) = F−1 (F (VP(t)) · S21I) . (9)

Then, the transmission through the device Vtrans,dev(t) is

calculated analogously only with Vtrans,I(t) instead of VP(t),
and the forward transmission of the Ta3 device S21dev instead

of S21I:

Vtrans,dev(t) = F−1 (F (Vtrans,I(t)) · S21dev) . (10)

Finally, also the transmission of Vtrans,dev(t) through the

cable 2 Vtrans,II(t) is calculated, which should correspond to

the measured signal, as the signal also propagates through both

cables:

Vtrans,II(t) = F−1 (F (Vtrans,dev(t)) · S21II) . (11)

Fig. 7d) shows the measured transmitted voltage of a 250 ps

pulse with an amplitude of -0.79 V (identical to Fig. 5c)),
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Fig. 7. a) Illustration on how the scattering parameters of the cables affect
the measured current responses. b) Simplified sketch of the frequency domain
measurements. Due to the calibration of the VNA, all losses of the cables are
discarded.
c) Measured forward transmission S21 of the used cables. d)

Measured (blue) and calculated (orange) transmitted voltage,

using eq. 9 to 11, of a 250 ps voltage pulse (emitted by the

PG5 pulse generator) with an amplitude of -0.79 V, applied to

the Ta3 device. The green curves shows the transmitted voltage

without cables influence.

emitted with the PG5 pulse generator, which was applied

to the Ta3 device. The orange line indicates the calculated

transmitted voltage Vtrans,II(t) using eq. 9 to 11. The green

curve shows the result without the cables’ influence. The

amplitude of the capacitive peak at the beginning and at the

end of the pulse is higher compared to the capacitive peaks of

the measured transmitted voltage. This can be explained with

the cables’ influence. As shown in Fig. 7c) the cables absorb

a part of the higher frequencies, which could transmit through

the device and, consequently, contribute to the capacitive

current. As the absorbed part of the higher frequencies is

missing in the measured current response, the amplitude of

the capacitive peaks is lower.

In the main text, we intend to focus on the influence of the

device on the rise time without external influences, such as the

cables or the pulse generator’s rise time. Therefore, the cables

influence is only considered to reproduce the measurement
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of Vtrans(t).
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